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Scien9fic descrip9on: A lot of effort of today’s magne+sm research community is devoted to
make  informa+on  and  communica+on  technologies  highly  integrated,  fast,  and  energy
efficient for devices opera+ng at room temperature. In this context, magnonics is the field of
research that aims to exploit spin waves, i.e.  magnons, that propagate without electron charges
being displaced.  In a magnonic  device an input  voltage is  converted into a spin wave, some
wave-based computa+on is performed, and then the wave is converted back into a voltage. [1]
Indeed,  magnonic  devices  bring  many  advantages  as  low  power  consump+on,  small
footprint and high opera+on speed in a wide frequency range from GHz to THz [1].  The
magnonic calcula+on scheme is based on spin waves (SW) interference. In this framework,
our  group  at  INSP  is  interested  to  trigger  magne+za+on  dynamics  in  nanostructures  by
external stress and acous+c means in the way to build the next genera+on of logic gates,
beyond CMOS technology.

Our approach for SW excita+on is based on the resonant magnetoelas+c coupling of
a magne+c element and a surface acous+c wave (SAW). We evidenced this effect recently in
Fe,  in  the GHz range  [2,3].  We have  observed a very high  an angular  sensi+vity  of  this
coupling between SAW and SW which opens the way to devices using SAW for magnonic
applica+ons. We aim at replacing the tradi+onal induc+ve antennas, for SW emission, with
Fe dots  coupled to a  SW waveguide and excited by a  SAW.  During the internship,  two
experimental techniques will be used to detect the coupling of SAW and SW. First, we will
trigger resonantly magne+za+on precession in Fe dots using SAW. SAW are triggered using
interdigitated  transducer  with  typical  frequencies  range  from  800  MHz  to  6  GHz.  The
coupling between Fe dots and SAW will be observed based on the a[enua+on and velocity
changes  of  the  SAW.  And  then,  using  Brillouin  light  sca[ering  spectroscopy,  we  will
inves+gate SW propaga+on in magnonic wave guides. The student will be involved, first, in
sample  fabrica+on  and  magne+c  characteriza+on.  Then  she/he  will  follow  and  ac+vely
par+cipate to the SAW measurements and Brillouin spectroscopy experiments. She/He will
acquire also an experience in clean room and will perform magneto-acous+c experiments
and magneto-op+cal experiments.
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Techniques/methods in use: magnetoacous+cs measurements techniques, Brillouin 
sca[ering, clean room techniques
Applicant skills:  Good background in magne+sm, Taste for experimental physics.  
Industrial partnership: No
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Possibility for a Doctoral thesis: Yes  Doctoral School (ED397)   


